Create the Cut

Consultation

Square Flat Top tapered down to skin on the sides and back.

Outline (Back/Sides/Front Outline and Interior-Back and Sides

Body Position

Stand to the side of the customer with the customers’ head eye level. Start at back center of the head, Overlap sections. The clippers start flat to the customers’ head and go straight up (be careful not to rock clippers in). Clipper up straight up.

Head Position

Upright and Straight or tipped slightly away, if necessary.
Partings and Sectioning-Vertical, overlapping sections
Taper down using skip guard technique until reached desired length at hairline

Outline and Interior-Front and Top

Body Position

Stand to the side of the section being clippered. Hold the comb with the first 2 fingers and thumb, and rest the ring finger and pinky lightly on the customer’s head to add stability.

Head Position

Upright and straight

Parting and Sectioning-Start at highpoint, then Front wall overlapping sections walk all the way around the head.

Using either the flat top comb, desired blade length or clipper comb create desired guide length at the high point of the head.

● Starting at the high point connect to the front using flat top comb, or clipper comb. Always stay eye level to the top of the head and make sure the comb stays flat and is with the center guide every time. Clipper across the top of the comb and avoid pushing the hair.

● Once you overlap sections and walk all the way around the head come back in the opposite direction going straight up and down (be careful not to lean the comb in).

● Use a blow dryer to blow off all excess hair.

Apply Product

Wet the hair then and use a product that has memory and a firm hold like firm hold gel or AC Grooming Spray.
Shape the Hair

Using Flat Top Brush, or Denman Brush and blow dryer dry the hair completely and work the hair to stand straight up and out.

- Freehand or use flat top comb and detail the top interior of the flattop, remaining eye level to the top of the head.
- Round off corners if customer desires
- Remember to comb straight up until you find the interior guide, once top interior shape is created use clipper over comb technique touch up and fade in hair. If fading horizontally then remember to check vertically or vice versa.

Check the Cut

Check Evenness from side to side including sideburns an outline